Technical Services Discussion Group

ALA Annual Conference 2014

Sunday, June 29, 10:30-11:30am

Bally’s—Las Vegas 4

Topic:

RDA with DCRM(B), DCRM(S), DCRM(G)

Members of the DCRM editorial and implementation group will be on hand to discuss the use of RDA with the DCRM standards. How are people faring, jumping back and forth between RDA and AACRII? Are there areas where we need more interim guidance in this transition, beyond instructions in the BSR? What is good about the DCRM standards and what is troublesome?

This discussion naturally leads the group into a discussion of local practice surrounding this transition: what kind of timelines are institutions putting in place? How have administration and other areas of the library reacted to these changes, if at all? How are technical services staff reacting to the changes, and what strategies are technical services departments using to ease that transition?